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KEY TAKEAWAYS
Congress has already provided nearly
$4.5 trillion in response to the pandemic. Spending trillions more risks
stunting economic recovery and wasting
taxpayer money.
“Shovel-ready” jobs are anything but,
often taking years to execute, and
such stimulus jobs are ripe for abuse
and corruption—at the expense of
American workers.
Congress should prioritize removing
unnecessary restrictions and regulations that prevent the private sector and
state governments from meeting constituents’ needs.

I

n February, President Joe Biden plans to outline
an infrastructure plan intended to help America
“build back better.” Congress has already provided
nearly $4.5 trillion in response to the coronavirus
outbreak. Spending more—possibly trillions more—
risks stunting the economic recovery and wasting
taxpayer money.
Many arguments are made for expanded infrastructure spending: Low interest rates make investment
now cheaper than ever; federal investments in new
energy technologies will help to aid certain politically
favored industries while curbing others; American
infrastructure is crumbling and needs to be rebuilt
by the federal government; the American economy
needs a stimulus plan that can create jobs and boost
the recovery. While none of these arguments for new
federal spending is fact-based or convincing, this Issue
Brief focuses on the final claim.
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Economic stimulus programs have generally failed to jump-start
economic recovery. The spending can make economic recovery more
difficult because individuals and businesses react to new government
programs by scaling back their private spending and shifting—rather
than expanding—production, canceling out any theoretical benefits of
additional government expenditures.1 The historical evidence is clear that
increased infrastructure spending is an especially inappropriate response
to economic downturns.

Not So “Shovel Ready”
The theory of infrastructure spending as an effective economic stimulus requires the money to be deployed and create jobs while the economy
is struggling. Infrastructure and energy investments are notoriously
slow-moving projects that take years to plan and execute. In a review
of the 2009 stimulus, the Congressional Research Service explains that
“infrastructure spending was slower than other types of stimulus.”2 In 2011,
President Barack Obama acknowledged this fact, quipping that “shovel-ready was not as shovel-ready as we expected.”3
Large new projects require design, engineering, permitting, and environmental reviews before construction can begin. Few projects are ready
to break ground and start the labor-intensive construction phase quickly.
Those that are ready can be delayed by federal involvement.
In September 2009, the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA)
awarded San Antonio, Texas, $7.3 million to build two new fire stations,
which the city had previously been planning to fund with local revenue
sources. After receiving the federal grants, the “shovel ready” projects were
delayed by a year due to federal environmental and historical regulatory
reviews, which forced layoffs as the contract was rebid and construction
waited for federal approval.4
One federal environmental review process under the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) requires a report that averages 669 pages
and a process that takes four and a half years to complete.5 The Trump
Administration attempted to clarify and streamline some of these requirements, but the process still substantially slows down the deployment of
federal funds.6
Years of delays mean that the bulk of federal funding on projects authorized by Congress in 2021 will not be substantially deployed until the
economy is multiple years into the recovery.
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Unsuccessful Jobs Program
Most jobs, especially infrastructure construction jobs, require skills specialization and training to be effective, safe, and efficient. The temporary influx of
government money does not induce an expansion of the construction industry,
because training unemployed workers without prior construction experience
to expand payrolls temporarily is often not worth the time investment and
high cost. For example, a commercial paving contractor requires an average of
508 days of government-mandated training and licensing.7 The government
money crowds out existing projects as federal contractors hire skilled workers
from private-sector contractors at inflated wages. Additionally, construction
unemployment rates are almost half the rates of the harder-hit service-sector
industries that have been most negatively affected by the pandemic restrictions.8
After the large influx of federal funds from the 2009 American Recovery and
Reinvestment Act (ARRA), research from the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis
found that “the number of workers on highway and bridge construction did
not significantly increase.”9 Fieldwork by Garett Jones and Daniel Rothschild
confirms that stimulus funding “went to firms that were already busy, not those
that suffered the most from the downturn.”10 Several surveyed firms turned down
private-sector non-ARRA-funded work, highlighting the fact that government
spending was directly competing with private activity. The same researchers
found that “rehiring of laid-off workers was rare,” with only 4.4 percent of their
surveyed workers being rehired after a layoff. The plurality (47 percent) of the
measured ARRA-created jobs were filled from the ranks of the already employed
at other competing firms.11 Temporary stimulus programs are more successful
at shifting resources within industries than at expanding the industry.

Ineffective Spending Boost
Federal dollars also crowd out state and local project funding by allowing
recipient governments to decrease own-source funding on infrastructure
and reduce debt issuances or fund other priorities.12 Following the 2009
ARRA federal infrastructure package, total spending on infrastructure
across state and federal sources remained relatively unchanged as states
cut their own-source funding:
l

Former Maryland Governor Martin O’Malley (D) cut spending and
raided the state’s infrastructure trust fund for other priorities following the receipt of ARRA infrastructure money so that net state funding
for transit infrastructure decreased by $90 million.13
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The St. Louis Fed study also found the total amount of highway spending “barely budged” in the years after the ARRA’s passage and that “the
highway system saw little improvement.”14
Stanford economists John Cogan and John Taylor find that ARRA
grants have “not increased [state and local government] purchases
of goods and services. Instead they reduced borrowing and increased
transfer payments,” almost entirely offsetting the increased federal spending.15

Wasteful and Corrupt Projects
Federal stimulus spending funnels taxpayer money to federal bureaucrats who misallocate resources to wasteful and corrupt special interest
projects. Stimulus crowds out productive private-sector projects with less
productive government priorities. Additional costs are incurred when the
public money dries up and the industry must again reshuffle to meet private-sector demands.
When spending someone else’s money, governments tend to waste funds.
Here a few examples:
l

l

l

Dubbed “the tunnel to nowhere” by the Pittsburgh Tribune-Review,
the U.S. Department of Transportation awarded more than $62
million to extend the Pittsburgh light rail under the Allegheny River
to the casino and professional sports arenas. Rather than serving
commuters, the project primarily served well-funded commercial
interests; a decision that Pennsylvania Governor Ed Rendell (D) later
called “a tragic mistake.” The project was plagued with delays and
significant cost overruns.16
In California, $54 million in stimulus funds were used to renovate
railroad tracks, bridges, and a station, all exclusively used by a private
Napa California wine train. The mayor of a local town that the train
runs through noted that the money would have been better spent
repaving roads that everyone used.17 Stimulus money was also sent to
California’s high-speed rail project, which, after more than a decade
of delays, is currently not estimated to wrap up until 2033.18
Malinvestments in the energy sectors include the infamous $535
million loan to the failed solar manufacturer Solyndra and a similarly
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sized grant to Abound Solar, which subsequently filed for bankruptcy.
Following a large federal investment, First Solar laid off workers and
paid out large sums to its executives.19 A Nevada biomass electricity
plant shut its doors after the federal stimulus funds dried up.20

Stimulus Does Not Work
Infrastructure spending is not unique in its failure to provide a meaningful boost to the economy. Following the economic crisis of 2008, the
United States and governments around the world enacted fiscal stimulus
programs, guided by economists predicting large benefits and promising
shorter, less painful recessions. In the years that followed, a new cohort
of fiscal researchers reinvestigated historic examples of fiscal action and
found that government spending does not boost private activity and likely
crowds it out, resulting in a smaller private sector.21 Instead of boosting
private economic activity as predicted by proponents, government stimulus
spending artificially increases short-term output measures by inefficiently
stealing resources from the future.
Economists communicate the effect of stimulus programs using a
“multiplier,” which is the ratio of the expected change in output (gross
domestic product) over the proposed government outlay. A multiplier
below one means that additional government spending would shrink
private activity and could slow down total economic output over time.
The Congressional Budget Office reports a wide range of multipliers for
infrastructure spending, ranging from 0.4 to 2.2, indicating a disagreement among economists about the effects of new spending.22 The more
plausible lower-end estimates come from more data-driven time series
and narrative methods, while the upper bounds are the outputs of more
complicated calibrated models. However, the calibration effectively builds
in the desired result because strong assumptions about how the real world
works are necessary for the model to identify the fiscal policy effect. The
bulk of fiscal stimulus multiplier estimates from the leading methods are
well below one.23
When it comes to paying for large spending programs, the new taxes and
bigger debt impose additional costs that more than cancel out any short-run
boost from fiscal stimulus. Most economic estimates show that tax increases
reduce the economy’s size by two or three times the increase in revenue,
and large government debts also diminish growth.24 The historical record
clearly shows that stimulus spending is ineffective across countries and
implementation strategies, making it a wasteful use of public funds.25
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Conclusion
Rather than spending additional billions or trillions of dollars on a federal
infrastructure package, Congress should first remove unnecessary restrictions and regulations that prevent the private sector and state governments
from meeting their constituents’ needs.26 If history is any guide, federal
infrastructure spending will not significantly boost employment or improve
the quality of the nation’s energy infrastructure, trains, roads, or bridges.
Adam N. Michel, PhD, is Senior Analyst for Fiscal Policy in the Grover M. Hermann
Center for the Federal Budget, of the Institute for Economic Freedom, at The
Heritage Foundation.
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